Chapter Two – Parachuting – 24 years old + 28 years old
I remember not being able to settle
on one particular drink and alternated
between Lager, Ale, Cider and Guinness.
Unfortunately the weather was too bad
the next day so the jump was cancelled. I
wasn’t too upset but it did mean I would
have to prepare again.
I hadn’t given the return home
arrangements a lot of thought. I made
enquires about the location of the nearest
train station and hoped to reach it by taxi.
An Australian couple who were about to
leave, overheard my conversation and
offered me a lift. They were heading to
Heathrow so could drop me in London

I don’t recall what first possessed
me to undertake a parachute jump as I

where

I

would

connect

with

the

don’t like heights at all. The thought of

underground. They had never driven on

being outside my comfort zone in this way

our motorways before and this was an

was a little unnerving to say the least.

experience. I had to explain that everyone

What I do have however is an impulsive

was beeping at them because they were

nature, meaning I have the ability (if that’s

driving at 70mph in the middle lane. They

the correct phrase) of immediately acting

moved over to the inside lane and I had to

without thinking.

occasionally guide them back into the

It was August 1993 and my dad

middle lane to avoid junctions. This was

dropped me off at the centre (near Oxford)

the blind leading the blind and at times

on the Saturday. I had made the booking

scarier than the thought of the parachute

for the same weekend he was going away

jump. When I agreed a new date my dad

so he wasn’t able to stay or come back the

drove me back and this time was able to

next day. I didn’t know anyone else in the

stay and watch. I had a quick refresher

group but they were friendly enough. I

with the group and made the jump. I

completed a full days training and went

survived (obviously) and swore I would

out on a mini pub crawl in the evening.

never do it again.
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This story concentrates on my

As Stewart was learning to pilot a

second and final jump in 1997. I was

small aircraft I considered him a natural

working at Cannon Bridge (above Cannon

choice. But just when I thought I was

Street

starting

train

station) as an

electrical

to

wear

him

down

he

subcontractor at the London International

unexpectedly set me a challenge. If I

Finance & Futures Exchange (LIFFE). One

would organise something for him he

lunchtime we were sitting in the tearoom

would come along. I was asked to arrange

discussing hobbies, ambitions etc. when

a trip to tackle the Cresta Run, so I said ok

one of the electricians (Mark Hunt, below)

without knowing what it was. I did

mentioned he had always wanted to do a

arrange the trip but the Cresta Run is

parachute jump.

another story. Despite my efforts Stewart
didn’t jump. I suppose parachuting is not
something you can persuade someone to
do, they have to want to do it.
I

asked

around

the

LIFFE

engineers and was informed one of the
Some others joined in and the

LIFFE blue coats was also looking to

room was soon divided between those

arrange a jump. I contacted Pauline Tribe

who were for and against. I kept quiet

and

until Mark declared it would never

Combined with a darts teammate Steve

happen. He had been in tearooms before

Buxton and Marks’ friend we now had

where people just talked about doing

twelve. On the Saturday morning Steve

things without following them through.

and I drove to Orpington station to pick

This annoyed me a little as I am practical

up Pauline. We arrived on time and

in nature. I can see no reason for people

waited twenty minutes but there was no

not to do things that only take a little

sign of her. We were just wondering what

organisation. I announced that I would

to do when I thought there might be two

organise it as I had been before, knew

sides to the station. We drove around the

where to go and what to do. I managed to

other side and there she was, she thanked

get six names from the twenty five

us for waiting. I told her we wouldn’t

electricians in the room, which was quite a

have left without her. The journey to

low turnout. There were a few who I tried

Oxford took a few hours and we arrived

to recruit including Stewart Hellen who

on time and met the others. I was a bit

was in my card school.

concerned about the weather at this time.
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gained

another

four

names.

Formal introductions were made

An emergency chute is clipped to

and the registration procedure was soon

your chest in case the main one fails to

completed. We were told the training was

open properly. Although this is a safety

to be divided into two sections, theory

device there is a danger of it becoming

and practical. The theory began first with

entangled with the main chute. It is

a description of the equipment and its

smaller than the main parachute to try to

history. This was followed by some advice

avoid this. It may be manually operated

on steering and landing techniques. The

by pulling the top strap upwards and

parachutes we were going to use were

punching the sides with both hands. I

circular and quite large. They had red and

would imagine this to be difficult when

white stripes on the front with a large blue

tumbling through the air. Panic would be

area on the back. They were completely

setting in and it would certainly make

different to the modern rectangular type

your heart beat faster. As the emergency

sports parachutes. They also had three

parachute is smaller you also travel down

rugby ball shaped holes in the back which

a lot faster and injury is almost inevitable,

were designed to help with the steering.

still it is designed to save your life.
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We were told to allow for the

This was to acknowledge we knew

wind, our parachute would not come

what he was about to do next. We had to

down vertically. The vents in the back

make eye contact and the instructor would

(with

the

then show us his knife. He would then

parachute forwards at five mph. So, if the

proceed to cut the static line free. The

wind is blowing at ten mph, and you

main parachute would not open fully but

travel with it, you attempt your landing

the plane would be saved. The emergency

running at fifteen mph, which may result

chute would then have to be manually

in injury. The alternative is to land

activated, whilst hopefully not entangling

backwards against the wind using the

itself around the faulty main parachute. I

vents to counteract. Again if the wind is at

find this difficult to believe that a novice

ten

would be able to carry this out whilst

no

mph

wind)

you

would

may

propel

land

running

backwards at five mph, which is much

tumbling.

more manageable. This was quite a simple
concept but important to remember.
The parachutes were packed by
experienced members of the club with a
static line attached and secured with
cotton. The static line clip gets attached to
the back of the pilots’ seat before take-off.
When the parachutist jumps out the static
line remains fixed to the plane and pulls

Steering is achieved by pulling on

the chute out of the bag. When everything

the straps on either side above your head.

is

the

Adjustments are to stop at around two

parachute and the plane then separate.

hundred feet. The ground will close in

This is assuming of course that the person

very quickly and it is best to concentrate

packing the chute didn’t go overboard

on the landing. There will be a large thirty

with the cotton! The next part of the

feet cross made of white tape which serves

training dealt with the static line and what

as a target. This sounds quite easy to hit

to do if it did remain attached. The plane

but to put this in perspective some people

will not stay in the air with a parachute

will end up in different fields. The only

connected. The instructor told us if we

thing I forgot about the steering (during

were being dragged through the air then

my first jump) was the parachute does not

we needed to put our hands on our heads.

revolve on a central axis.

extended

the

cotton

snaps,
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It revolves on its outer edge, which

Having

mastered

the

rolling

will result in the chute travelling sideways

technique we moved on to jumping off of

about thirty feet. As I made my approach I

a covered pool table. We had to jump and

lined up on the centre of the cross, then

make ourselves into a star shape.

turned around to land backwards but I

 Head back, looking up

travelled to one side and missed the centre

 Arms to the sides at shoulder height

of the cross. Still I had one more go at it to

 Legs spread wide

get it right.

This position enables you to see the

Body positioning when landing is

parachute unfurl and limits tumbling.

crucial to preventing injury. The lower

After training we adjourned to the

part of the body should be at forty five

local pub and had a few drinks, hoping

degrees to the top half with the knees

the weather was going to hold up

together and bent. Ankles locked together

tomorrow. We played darts but didn’t

make a larger footprint. It is a good idea to

stay up too late. The next morning we

raise your hands above the head and hold

were

onto the parachute straps. This serves two

favourable and the jump would go ahead

purposes, first of all it discourages the

as planned. We were given jump suits to

natural instinct to put your hands on the

change into (glorified overalls really).

informed

that

conditions were

floor risking a broken finger. Secondly
your arms cradle and protect your head
and neck.
After the theory was completed it
was time for the practical. The first phase
consisted of standing next to a padded
mat and practise rolling. It was not easy
repeatedly

throwing

myself

on

the

ground. It’s unnatural but after the first
half dozen goes I got used to it. I did think

When we were dressed we were

initially that parachuting was about life

issued with our parachute and helmet.

and death. Now I think it is more about

Blue helmets for boys, pink helmets for

injury and the repercussions that brings.

girls (a lot of thought must have gone into

Joints and bones may be irreversibly

that one). The parachutes are selected

damaged, so it is important to know how

across a range of body weights; mine was

to land properly.

for someone weighing ten – twelve stone.
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I weighed eleven stone at the time

All four of our group sat facing

and was a little concerned as I was given

forwards with our knees tucked up under

the same ‘range’ of chute as last time. Four

our chins as the space was extremely

years earlier I had weighed ten stone, this

limited. Our flight instructor sat with his

meant I was going to come down a little

back to the pilot seat facing us. We were in

faster and probably hit the ground a bit

two groups of two, a front pair and a back

harder.

pair.
As the time neared we were split

into groups of four, we were each given a
number and told to sit on a bench in
numerical order. I asked to be no.1 this
time round, meaning I was to be the 1st to
jump. There were four or five rows of
benches and every time a group set off we
all got up and moved forward to the next

The people at the back were

row. One member of another group

cracking jokes as I did four years

pulled his emergency chute unnecessarily

previously. I was last (no.4) on my first

(he panicked?). He came down at a funny

jump and I know now it makes a

angle with two parachutes and he didn’t

difference.

land too well. Fortunately he walked

concentrating on not falling out the open

away under his own steam. Eventually

door! When we banked around and

my group made it to the front but we had

levelled off the instructor pointed out we

to

were now at two hundred feet. This was a

wait

before

boarding

the

plane.

This

time

I

was

just

an

good reminder that we were to stop our

ambulance being required on the landing

steering manoeuvres at this height. We

field to transport a casualty away. Just a

were to be dropped up wind so we would

twisted knee but the delay did nothing to

drift (hopefully) towards the take-off site.

ease our anxiety. I suppose it focused our

The instructor told me it was time for me

minds and I mentally ran through my

to get in position, so I moved towards the

training once again. When everything was

door. My legs were hanging out of the

clear we were called up and entered the

plane and I could feel the air rushing by. It

plane. Our static lines were connected to

was like placing your legs in a fast moving

the

river. As I hesitated he asked me if I was

Another

back

incident

of

the

resulted

pilots’

in

seat

(quite

going to jump.

important to remember to do that!).
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I had a sense of déjà vu because he

I felt a hard tug on my shoulders

had said the same thing four years earlier.

and my descent slowed abruptly. If the

But it wasn’t reluctance that was stopping

parachute hadn’t opened properly I think

me this time. I was just trying to get

I could have reacted ok on this occasion,

comfortable and position myself correctly.

luckily I didn’t have to find out. I hadn’t

I was almost sitting on Steves’ size

tumbled out of the plane so I still had my

twelves and was attempting to move them

bearings about me. I would also have had

before assuming the correct position. Even

the ground crew shouting instructions

though this only took a couple of seconds

through the one way radio. I was now

I could delay the jump no longer. The rest

floating through the air at 2,500 feet above

of the group were relying on my quick

the ground. I raised my hands upwards

exit otherwise they would land too far

and pulled down on my left and right

from base.

toggles to check my steering was working.

I thrust myself out of the door and

My radio then crackled into life

instead of tumbling I managed to force

and no.1 was asked to open and close his

myself into a star shape. This was in sharp

legs to signal acceptance of the radio call. I

contrast to my first attempt where I almost

did as I was instructed and the ground

fell out if the plane. I shouted but could

crew confirmed I was in good shape. One

not hear myself yell the requisite “1001,

by one I heard the others being called and

1002, 1003, check canopy”. Because I was

they received the same assurance so I

in the correct shape I saw the canopy

knew they were also doing ok. After the

unfurl above me from a small ball to a full

call the quietness descended and this is

size parachute. This was amazing and I

really

wouldn’t have believed it possible.

experience.
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the

best

part

of

the

whole

The only sound was the plane in

However, the field did look like it

the distance, fading as it pulled away into

had been ploughed so I wasn’t that

the distance. I did a near full circle taking

confident about the landing. I hit the

in the view and trying to locate my target.

ground hard, harder than before because

A large white cross appeared before me

of my extra weight. I rolled over on

but it was obvious I was going to

impact, came to a stop and lay still for a

overshoot it. Leaving the plane first had

couple of moments. I then stood up and

its disadvantages I could not descend

signalled to the ground crew I was ok. I

quickly enough to hit the target. The

collected up my chute and made my way

concern now was to try and find some flat

on foot to base. The rest of the group did

ground. Hedges and ploughed furrows

not fare so well. Nathan was dragged

make for an uncomfortable landing. The

through a bush in front of the crowd.

steering was simple enough as there were

Whilst Pauline did not have the strength

only two choices, face forward with the

to pull on the toggles hard enough and

wind at your back or face backward.

being very light drifted for miles. They

The two hundred feet barrier

had to send a land rover to retrieve her

arrived all too quickly and I assumed the

and she was dangerously (hilariously)

landing

all

close to the motorway. In the next group

manoeuvres and thought back to my

Mark hurt his finger because he put his

training. I managed to avoid the bushes

hand down during his landing.

position.

I

stopped

which marked the field boundaries.

Overall it was an exhilarating
experience and I can understand how
some people take it up as a hobby. But this
is not for me. Injuries rather than life and
death are what I think about most. I did
injure my right shoulder and although it
didn’t hurt at the time or since it has
dropped

slightly

lower.

X-rays

and

therapy were inconclusive and it is not
proving troublesome at all. In fact it is
only when I think about this experience
that I remember about it at all. I said the
first time I would never do this again, this
time I mean it.
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